Molecular mobility has been traditionally invoked to explain physical and chemical stability of diverse pharmaceutical systems. While the molecular mobility concept has been credited with creating a scientific basis for stabilization of amorphous pharmaceuticals and biopharmaceuticals, it has become increasingly clear that this approach represents only a partial description of the underlying fundamental principles. An additional mechanism is proposed herein to address two key questions: (1) the existence of unfrozen water (i.e., partial or complete freezing inhibition) in aqueous solutions at subzero temperatures, and (2) the role of water in the chemical stability of amorphous pharmaceuticals. These apparently distant phenomena are linked via the concept of water clusters. In particular, freezing inhibition is associated with the confinement of water clusters in a solidified matrix of an amorphous solute, with nanoscaled water clusters being observed in aqueous glasses using wide-angle neutron scattering. The chemical instability is suggested to be directly related to the catalysis of proton transfer by water clusters, considering that proton transfer is the key elemental reaction in many chemical processes, including such common reactions as hydrolysis and deamidation.
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I.
Introduction.
Amorphous solid (glassy) states are ubiquitous in both nature and industrial products. For example, small molecular weight drugs are commonly formulated with amorphous polymers in order to improve apparent solubility and bioavailability, whereas protein molecules are usually embedded in a freeze-dried amorphous sugar matrix to improve stability and shelf life. In frozen biopharmaceuticals, such as viral vacines and gene delivery vectors, the active ingredients are present in an amorphous freeze-concentrated fraction which coexists with ice crystals. It is not surprising, therefore, that amorphous solids have been extensively studied. In the past, the majority of efforts were devoted to assess the mobility of amorphous pharmaceuticals, with the glass transition attracting most of the attention. [1] [2] [3] [4] Such initial emphasis on molecular mobility and glass transition was indeed very natural, considering that the most dramatic and obvious result of liquidto-glass conversion is the increase in viscosity by many orders of magnitude in a relatively narrow temperature interval. In addition, the glass transition temperature (T g ) can be conveniently measured using common laboratory instruments. More recently, studies of the molecular mobility in aqueous glasses were extended beyond the T g and alpha-relaxation, to include fast and less-cooperative mobility modes, in particular Johari-Goldstein beta-relaxation. [5] [6] [7] [8] A comprehensive picture of the M A N U S C R I P T
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4 While these viewpoints in the role of molecular mobility are intuitive and provide an easy way to explain both incomplete freezing and destabilization of amorphous (e.g. freeze-dried) materials by water, they are nevertheless oversimplified and are not necessarily supported by experimental observations.
The first statement was historically based on the Stokes−Einstein (SE) equation, which connects diffusion coefficient with viscosity. However, it is also known that there is a breakdown in the SE relationship for high-viscosity systems, with the diffusion coefficient becoming partially decoupled from viscosity in the vicinity of the T g . [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Moreover, there are direct experimental observations of decoupling of water mobility from that of the matrix and relatively fast diffusion of water well below the T g , as will be discussed in this paper in some details. An additional mechanism to address the "unfrozen water" question is therefore explored, which is based on the recent neutron scattering studies of water structure 21, 22 while also taking into account the dynamic properties of concentrated aqueous solutions and glasses. Specifically, it is proposed that the incomplete water-to-ice transformation is directly caused by the confinement of water in a solidified matrix created by the solute molecules below the Tg. In order to address the role of water in chemical instability of amorphous solids (i.e., the second statement above), mechanistic details of the chemical processes are considered by utilizing the knowledge accumulated over many years in solution chemistry. In particular, the water clustering concept is used to link the structural organization of water in glasses with the critical elementary reaction step in many chemical processes, that is, proton transfer.
II.
Freezing of aqueous solutions with amorphous solute: water confinement.
II.1. Water mobility and the freezing behavior of aqueous solutions.
Freezing (water-to-ice conversion) in aqueous solutions with amorphous solutes, e.g., many polyhydroxy compounds (PHC) and organic polymers, is usually incomplete, although the extent of the retention of the unfrozen water depends on the concentration and properties of a solute. In relatively dilute solutions, hexagonal ice coexists with the freeze-concentrated fraction consisting of the solute and unfrozen water, with the water content in the freeze concentrate ranging typically from approximately 30 to 15 wt%. 23, 24 In solutions with a high concentration of a solute (e.g., above
70 wt% for PHC-water systems), ice does not form at all, and the system remains in a supercooled single-phase amorphous state. As a typical example, Figure 1 shows differential thermal analysis (DTA) curves of sucrose-water mixtures with water concentration ranging from 40 to 23 wt% (60 to 77 wt% sucrose). 25 The DTA curves show ice forming during cooling of solutions with sucrose concentration of ≤62.5% (water content ≥ 37.5%), whereas the 77 wt% sucrose solution remained completely amorphous during cooling and subsequent heating. The most interesting behavior is exhibited by 65% sucrose solution, which remained amorphous after cooling, whereas the heating curve showed the glass transition immediately followed by the crystallization exotherm. The exotherm is due to water crystallization (ice formation). It was also shown that in concentrated sucrose solutions the exotherm corresponds to the formation of cubic ice, which converted into the hexagonal ice upon further heating. The example in Figure 1 demonstrates that (i) there is a threshold concentration of a solute above which ice formation is prevented, and (ii) when ice is formed during heating, the water crystallization takes place shortly after the sample is heated above the T g , thus linking water-to-ice conversion with the T g . ) exhibited similar behavior, although an exact concentration threshold for inhibition of ice formation can depend on the chemical nature of the solute as well as on the experimental conditions, in particular on the cooling rate. The type of behavior which is exemplified by the 65% sucrose (i.e., crystallization of water after heating above the T g , Figure 1 ) is probably the main reason why the inhibition of freezing by various noncrystalline solutes (including PHC) was considered to be a purely kinetic phenomenon, due to a steep increase in viscosity as the supercooled solution transforms to the glassy state during cooling. According to this view (which was also supported by one of the authors of this paper), water diffusion and therefore its crystallization was expected to be prevented below the glass transition temperature, T g , of the system. 31, 32 During heating, it was argued, as the system converts from glass to supercooled liquid (endothermic step T g , Figure 1 ), water diffusion is no longer inhibited, and therefore crystallization commences (e.g., the exotherm, water crystallization, in Figure 1 ). This description is consistent with the thermal analysis data, but the underlying assumption of the direct connection between the calorimetric T g and water diffusion, i.e., that the water diffusion essentially stops below the T g on the experimental time scale, is not correct. One simple example of water diffusion on a laboratory time scale in systems below the T g of the system is the common practice to absorb/desorb water into/from a glassy solid by exposure to a series of relative humidities to develop a water sorption/desorption isotherm.
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Relations between viscosity, diffusion, glass transition, and crystallization are not straightforward. While diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the viscosity for non-viscous liquid, as described by the SE equation, the SE relation is no longer valid for highly viscous systems. The break for the SE equation was reported to occur above their calorimetric glass transition temperatures. 16 In PHC−water mixtures, in particular, the break in the SE relationship was observed at 1.16T g for the diffusion of fluorescein in water−sucrose mixtures, 17 at 1.32T g for ferrocene−methanol diffusion in sucrose−water solutions, 18 at 1.5T g for glycerol and 1.53T g for ferrocene−methanol diffusion in water−glycerol, and at 1.67T g for fluorescein diffusion in trehalose−water. 19 For diffusion of water in a PHC−water solution, the break in the SE relationship was reported at 1.25T g . 20 Furthermore, while a major decrease in the probability of crystallization below the T g was observed in various systems ranging from small molecules 13, 33, 34 to model biological membranes, 35 the inhibition of crystallization below T g is not a universal phenomenon, and crystallization (both nucleation and crystal growth) was reported to occur below the T g , albeit at a slower rate. 34 Furthermore, translational diffusion of water does not stop on the experimental time scale even well below the T g . Water diffusion coefficient in several glasses was determined to be between 10 −9 to 10 −12 cm 2 /s, depending on the composition of the system (in particular water content) and measurement technique. 36 Zhu et al. 37 employed Raman microscopy with D 2 O/H 2 O exchange, as well as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), to determine the self-diffusion coefficient of water in a maltose glass at various water contents. The Raman experiments covered a wide range of water contents of approx. 15 to 4 wt%, corresponding to T g values ranging from 250 to 330 K (the diffusion measurements were performed at 296 K). While water diffusion slowed down through reduction in water content, no break in the dependence of diffusion coefficient versus water content around T g was observed. Water diffusion was found to be decoupled from maltose diffusion. The estimated value of the diffusion coefficient of carbohydrate (D c ) at T g is 10 −16 cm 2 /s, whereas the water diffusion M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D Decoupling of the mobility of water molecules from that of the matrix was reported for amorphous sucrose and sorbitol systems based on NMR 40 and thermally stimulated current (TSC) experiments. 26 In the TSC study, in particular, a dipole relaxation peak, which was marked as T gw in the original publication, was observed in amorphous sucrose and sorbitol between -125 and -155°C at water contents of 35 to 1 wt%. The T gw temperatures in both systems were found to be similar to the T g values reported for the amorphous ice, that is, −137°C to −149°C. [41] [42] [43] [44] This observation of the similarity of the T g in amorphous ice and in sorbitol-water glasses is consistent with a wide-angle neutron diffraction study, which is described in the next section in some details. The neutron diffraction study demonstrated that he structure of water clusters in 70 wt % sorbitol solution is similar to that of low-density amorphous ice (LDA), but different from bulk water. 22 The T gw is apparently independent of the sugar type, as both sucrose and sorbitol samples furnished similar T gw values at comparable water contents. The strength of the T gw event was much stronger in samples with higher water content (23-30 wt%) than in amorphous sucrose samples with low water content (1 to 5 wt%). It was concluded that the T gw corresponds to the onset of dipole relaxation of water in sorbitol and sucrose glasses, most likely to a reorientation of hydrogen bond network involving rotational mobility of water molecules. In addition, the terahertz (THz) spectroscopy study of the 70 wt% sorbitol solution showed a transition from a state with predominantly vibrational mobility modes to one with rotational mobility at approximately 160 K (-113°C). 45 The decoupling between the T g of the matrix and mobility of water is illustrated in the solid-liquid state diagram for a binary solute-water system (the low-temperature part of the diagram is presented in Figure 2 ), which combines both the calorimetric T g of the matrix and the characteristic temperatures for water mobility, including the ideal glass transition temperatures for sucrose-water system measured by NMR, and the TSC-detected T gw events. In addition, transitions observed by THz spectroscopy in amorphous sorbitol and sorbitol-water mixture, and the low-temperature glass transition in Nafionwater system (which is discussed later) are also shown.
We shall also point out the well-known observation, which by itself would raise major doubts about any attempts to defend the idea about "immobile water below the T g ", as follows: water is readily removed from solid amorphous materials (i.e., below the T g ) during freeze-drying. This observation has been reproduced on countless occasions in numerous freeze-drying laboratories and manufacturing sites. Indeed, the residual water content in the majority of freeze-dried materials is typically 0 to 3 wt%, and achieving this water content would be impossible if water was immobile below the T g . While the T g values for freeze-dried pharmaceuticals could be as low as around 50°C (sucrose-based formulations), they are typically much higher and can reach 150°C and above for polymer-and protein-rich formulations. In addition, there are direct case studies, which demonstrate relatively fast drying of amorphous materials well below the T g . As an example, removal of water from an amorphous material, PVP, during secondary drying was studied 46 ; in this case, the T g (T g of PVP K-90 is > 70°C at water content ~ 6 wt% 47 ) was much higher than the drying temperature of 2 and 18°C. Moreover, a substantial portion of the unfrozen water can also be removed during the primary drying segment, which is performed at sub-zero temperatures, typically below -20°C. For M A N U S C R I P T
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example, during primary drying of a sucrose solution, 48 water content was reduced from 25% (which is slightly higher than the water content in the maximally freeze-concentrated solution) to less than 5% within a few hours, indicating a fast diffusion of water molecules at T g -T > 45°C (sample temperature during drying was < -15°C, and the T g of sucrose with 5% water is ~30°C).
Overall, the evidence of significant water mobility below the T g of the glass-forming matrix is overwhelming, and therefore the "T g /molecular mobility" explanation of the inhibited (in concentrated solutions) or incomplete (in dilute solutions) water-to-ice transition is oversimplified and not entirely satisfactory. Two additional mechanisms to supplement the "molecular mobility/vitrification" concept in respect of freezing behavior are introduced here as follows. The first hypothesis is based on the fact that the specific volume of ice is higher than that of the liquid water. The density of liquid water is almost 10% higher than that of ice, 49 and water-to-ice transformation results in a corresponding volume expansion. At the start of freezing, an ice crystal would have an opportunity to grow and expand without restrictions, while the room for the expansion would be more limited by the time the majority of water has transformed to ice. In the later stage of freezing, ice crystals will encounter greater resistance for growth from neighboring crystals and the rigid (glassy) freeze concentrate fraction, resulting in increased mechanical stresses and local pressure build-up. It was suggested, for example, that such freezing-related expansion could create significant mechanical stresses equivalent to local hydrostatic pressure of 2-3 kBar. 50 Critically, such increase in pressure rise would reduce the melting point of hexagonal ice (Ih), up to 250K at 2 kBar. 51 Therefore, the volume expansion could, at least in principle, greatly reduce or even eliminate the thermodynamic driving force for water-to-ice transformation. Note also that the elevated pressure and shear stresses, which are created by growing ice crystals, could lead to destabilization of protein molecules during freezing. Interestingly, an inhibition of ice formation by freezing-created pressure was recently put into practice in evaluation of cold-induced destabilization of proteins.
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Another explanation for the existence of unfrozen water was suggested in a recent study, 22 in which the suppression of water-to-ice transformation was attributed to the combination of confinement of water and the glass transition of the matrix. Coincidently, a somewhat similar hypothesis (although not explicitly expressed in terms of confinement) was proposed more than 20 years ago to explain the existence of unfrozen water in proteins. 53 Since then, the impact of confinement on the freezing behavior has been studied extensively. It has been shown, in particular, that when water is absorbed in MCM-41 (Mobil Composition of Matter No. 41) or other typical mesoporous materials of small pore size, it can be supercooled below the homogeneous ice nucleation temperature. Furthermore, water crystallization (ice formation) can be completely avoided if the pore size is smaller than a certain threshold value. In addition, ice melting temperature depends on the pore size as described by the Gibbs-Thompson equation: the smaller pore -the lower melting temperature. Figure 3 shows the experimentally-determined depression of the freezing point and ice melting temperature as a function of the pore size. 54 Note also that there is another similarity in the freezing behavior between water in nanopores and sugar solutions, that is, formation of cubic ice, which was reported in both confined water 55 and concentrated solutions of various solutes. For example, cubic ice was reported to form in solutions of sucrose, 25 glucose, 56 and other solutes.
As described in the next section, water structure in a model polyhydroxy compound-water mixture, 70% sorbitol-30% water, was related to that of water confined in a solid porous silicate material, MCM-41, which has a well-defined pore size and structure and been extensively studied.
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II.2. Water confinement in amorphous sorbitol.
In this section, water structure in 70%sorbitol -30% water is compared with the structure of water in a well-defined solid confinement in MCM-41. 22 The results are based on the wide-angle neutron scattering data, which were interpreted in terms of a molecular structure model, using empirical potential structure refinement (EPSR). It was shown that the sorbitol-water mixture is heterogeneous on a sub-nanometer lengthscale, consisting of water-filled voids in a sorbitol matrix. The simulation box is shown in Figure 4a to illustrate the presence of pores (voids) in the sorbitol matrix, which are filled by water (water molecules are not shown). In order to estimate the corresponding lengthscale of the water-filled areas in the sorbitol matrix, the volume distribution function was obtained for water in 70 wt % sorbitol at two temperatures, 100 and 298 K (Figure 4c ). The volume distribution functions at 298 and 100 K are essentially identical. The asymptotic behavior at large distances (large r) of these functions represents the volume fraction of water in the solution, which is about 40% at this concentration. The low r behavior of this function is a measure of the "confining distance" of water, which in this case is quite small, approximately 5.0 Å (tangent line shown in blue in Figure 4c ). Note that this distance, although expressed as diameter, cannot be interpreted as implying that the pores are necessarily spherical in shape. The characteristic size of the water region in the 70% sorbitol-water sample is marked with the arrow in Figure 3 , showing that the dimensions of water areas in sorbitol matrix are much smaller than the threshold value associated with inhibition of freezing. In particular, the melting temperature depression for 5 Å pores could exceed 100 K, based on the extrapolation of the melting point depression line in Figure 3 . Therefore, water confined in the solid sorbitol matrix is expected to be thermodynamically stable in the liquid state at temperatures as low as 130 K (the equilibrium melting point for 70% sorbitol is approximately 230 K, as estimated from the water liquidus).
To visualize water-occupied regions, Figure 4b shows a surface contour of water density in the 70 wt% sorbitol−water system at 100 K. The surface contour of water density demonstrates that water occupies a predominantly percolating volume in this solution, with only occasional isolated water molecules.
Local structure of water in sorbitol was compared with water in MCM41 and the ordinary (bulk) water, using atomic radial distribution functions (RDFs). Water oxygen-oxygen (OW-OW) RDFs at 298 K are provided in Figure 5a . The first peak and the minimum after the first peak represent the first coordination sphere, the second peak is due to the second coordination sphere, and so on. Positions of the peaks correspond to the average distances between oxygens in water molecules in the first, second, etc. coordination spheres, whereas the width of the peak reflects the distribution of the distances. The higher intensity of the first peaks in the radial distribution functions for both MCM-41-water and sorbitol-water compared to bulk water reinforces the idea that the water is not uniformly distributed in the sorbitol matrix. The degree of sharpness (ordering) of the first coordination shell for water between the three systems was compared using the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM). The FWHM for the first peak in OW−OW g(r)s are plotted in Figure 5b . The FWHM values for water in both MCM-41 and sorbitol matrices are lower than for the bulk water at
298 K, indicative of a narrower distribution of the distances in the first shell in these systems. The FWHM value for water in MCM-41 is higher than that for water in sorbitol at 298 K, whereas they become essentially identical after cooling to approximately 210 K. Interestingly, the ordering of the first coordination sphere (as reflected in the FWHM) in sorbitol is similar to that for Ih, indicative of the similar degree of order in the first OW-OW coordination sphere on the sub-nm lengthscale.
Whereas the longer-range order is very different between crystalline ice (multiple peaks in the RDF indicative of the highly ordered structure, blue curve in Figure 5a ) and water in the amorphous sorbitol-water system (only 3 peaks corresponding to the first, second, and third coordination spheres, black curve in Figure 5a ), as expected.
In addition to the translational order, orientational order of water molecules was also studied, by analyzing the region around the second peak in the OW−OW g(r), which reflects the tetrahedral arrangement of water molecules. At 298 K, g(R) for water in sorbitol exhibited two poorly resolved peaks, in contrast to water in MCM-41 with a single peak (Figure 5a ). This is interpreted as a difference in the tetrahedrality of water in MCM-41 vs water in sorbitol, at least at 298 K. Cooling the system to 213 K, however, resulted in a noticeable change in the shape of the second peak, as highlighted in Figure 6b , which shows a magnified portion of the g(r) region around the second peak. While the 298 K pattern had two poorly resolved peaks at r values of 2−5 Å, cooling from 298 to 213 K produced a single peak with a shoulder, indicative of a change in the tetrahedral arrangement of water molecules. At 213 K, the g(r) pattern in the second peak region became similar to that for water in MCM-41 at 210 K (Figure 6c ). This modification of the orientational order took place slightly above the Tg (Tg ~ 200 K). Further cooling to 173 K and finally to 100 K did not introduce any additional changes in the g(r) patterns (Figure 6b ).
Additional (and more quantitative) information on the orientational structure of water was obtained using the OW−OW−OW triangles distributions, and from a tetrahedrality parameter, q. The q order parameter was introduced by Errington and Debenedetti 64 and was redefined for aqueous systems. 21 The OW−OW−OW triangle distributions at four temperatures are represented in Figure 7a , and the corresponding values of q are provided in Figure 7b . All four triangle distributions (Figure 7a) show a broad peak at approximately 100° corresponding to loosely tetrahedrally bonded arrangements of triplets of neighboring water oxygen atoms, plus a peak near 60° corresponding to triplets for which at least one pair of the hydrogen bonds is heavily distorted or broken. There is an obvious difference in the tetrahedral peak between 298 K and lower temperatures of 213 to 100 K, with the lower temperature patterns showing a stronger tetrahedral arrangement. At 213 K, the peak was centered at approximately 109.5°, closely corresponding to the ideal tetrahedral angle of 109.47°, whereas at 298 K a flat hump (rather than a peak) was observed between approximately 80° and 120°. Accordingly, the temperature dependence of the q parameter showed a marked increase (i.e., increase in the tetrahedrality) upon cooling from 298 to 213 K, whereas the q was essentially constant between 213 and 100 K (Figure 7b) . Furthermore, the tetrahedrality of water in the sorbitol matrix is compared with the q parameter in bulk water and water confined in MCM-41. The q parameter at 298 K is different between all three systems, probably due to the influence of the surrounding (i.e., bulk water vs water in solid pores of MCM-41 vs water in the mobile matrix of sorbitol). Upon cooling to 210 K, the q value for water confined in the MCM-41 approaches the value for water in sorbitol. As also shown in Figure 7b , the calorimetric glass transition temperature of 70% M A N U S C R I P T
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sorbitol is approximately 200 K, i.e., below the temperature range in which the increase in the tetrahedral structure of water was observed (between 298 and 213 K).
Overall, the similarity in the local ordering of water molecules in sorbitol vs confined water in MCM-41, combined with the small (5 Å) size of the water region in sorbitol matrix (see Figure 4c and corresponding text), provides a strong support for the "freezing inhibition is due to the confinement of water in a sugar matrix" hypothesis. It should be mentioned, however, that additional factors might also contribute to the inhibition of freezing. For example, connectivity between water areas might also be relevant to the freezing inhibition. When water content decreases below a percolation threshold value, water regions become isolated from each other. For glucose-water system, for example, the percolation threshold was estimated to be 18 wt % water, 65 whereas a loss of a percolating network of water-water hydrogen bonds was reported to occur at a higher water content of approximately 40 wt% in several sugar-water systems (alpha-D-glucose, alpha-Dmannose, and D-fructose). 66 A lower percolation threshold was observed for glycerol-water system, with the threshold value between 0.8 and 0.5 glycerol fraction (4.7 to 17.4 wt% water). 67 Based on this brief discussion, a comprehensive explanation of freezing inhibition might require a third component (i.e., water percolation threshold), in addition to confined water clusters and solidifcation of the matrix's walls below the Tg. Note also that the hypothesis on freezing inhibition, as presented in this paper for PHC-water systems, might not be universal, and other types of systems could be governed by different mechanisms. For example, the break of the tetrahedral structures was reported in studies of water and aqueous salt solutions under pressure. It was therefore suggested that the repression of water crystallization could be due to the disruption of the orientational order (tetrahedral structures) from which ice Ih nuclei could form. 68, 69 It is possible that the behavior of ionic systems could be different from that of the sorbitol-water system, for which tetrahedrality freezing is inhibited without disruption of tetrahedrality. Considering that the absolute majority of pharmaceutical formulations contain salts and other ionic species, a study to compare water structure in aqueous solutions of ionic solutes vs PHC solutions would be warranted.
II.3. Summary: Water structure in soft confinement and freezing.
In order to explain the inhibited (in concentrated aqueous solutions) or incomplete (in dilute solutions) water-to-ice transition, a novel hypothesis has been proposed, which combines thermodynamics and kinetics mechanisms. The key elements of the hypothesis, which is formulated using concentrated sorbitol -water solution as a representative example, are as follows: (i) Sorbitol creates a matrix with voids of sub-nm size, which are filled by water; (ii)
The sorbitol matrix solidifies when the temperature approaches the T g . At this point, the system resembles a mesoporous material with solid pores filled with water.
Water, which is confined in the solid pores, does not freeze, due to the size-dependent melting point depression (Figure 3) .
The following description of the cooling process in a concentrated sorbitol-water solution is therefore proposed. At room temperature, water clusters, which occupy voids in the sorbitol matrix, have their mobility coupled with that of the matrix. Upon cooling to a temperature close to the T g , the tetrahedral structure of water is enhanced and becomes similar to water confined in MCM-41 pores with solid walls. Simultaneously, the macroscopic viscosity increases dramatically, and mobility of water molecules becomes uncoupled from the viscosity; e.g., water diffusion is no longer M A N U S C R I P T
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described by the Stokes−Einstein relationship. At this point, the walls of voids in the sorbitol matrix, as "seen" by water molecules, solidify and resemble those in solid pores in MCM-41 or other solid porous material. Considering that water in pores does not freeze when the pore diameter reaches a critical value of approximately 2 nm, 54 it is proposed that the prevention of ice formation in 70 wt % sorbitol−water solution is due to the confinement of water in the solidified sorbitol matrix.
III.
Role of water in chemical reactivity of organic glasses: proton transfer and water clusters.
III.1. Water as a plasticizer vs catalyst in chemical reactivity: overview.
Water is the most ubiquitous plasticizer; therefore, it is easy to understand the common belief (among pharmaceutical scientists) in the following sequence: increase in the water content in an amorphous product enhances mobility, which in turn causes decrease in stability. The "water → mobility → instability" concept is very attractive, especially for applied scientists, because it is intuitive and easy to explain. Also, the T g and other mobility-related properties (e.g., global relaxation time) are routinely measured experimentally, and therefore can be conveniently embedded into drug product development process. Nevertheless, this concept fails to describe certain experimental observations of complicated relationships between water content and stability.
In an early attempt to provide a more systematic overview of different mechanisms by which water could impact chemical stability, the "water as a plasticizer" hypothesis was tested via a semiquantitative estimation of an impact of water on the rate of a diffusion-controlled reaction. 70 Two hypothetical systems (a strong and a fragile glass former) were considered. 70 It was shown that the increase in water content by only a few percent could accelerate a diffusion-limited reaction by several orders of magnitude through its plasticizing effects. In addition, this "water as a plasticizer" effect can be quite different depending on the fragility of a particular system: the more fragile the system, the greater the effect of water on the reaction rate. Even in the most conservative scenario considered (strong glass former and a partial decoupling between mobility and reactivity), the rate of reaction was predicted to increase by almost 500x as water content increases from 0 to 3 wt%; moreover, in a more fragile (and more common) system, the reaction could be expected to accelerate by 14 orders of magnitude! Such dramatic changes in the reaction rates with a very modest change in water content have been rarely (if ever) observed experimentally. These simple estimations, along with more recent experimental studies showing rather weak correlations between alpha relaxation (structural relaxation) and chemical stability, 71, 72 provided a powerful motivation to explore alternative mechanisms for the role of water in solid-state amorphous chemical reactivity.
In recent reviews, the role of water in the chemical instability of amorphous materials was reconsidered, with the focus on the amide hydrolysis and deamidation reactions. 73, 74 The analysis of several case studies enabled the authors to highlight two probable mechanisms, that is, water as plasticizer/antiplasticizer of local mobility and fast relaxation modes (as previously proposed by Cicerone et al. 7, 8 ) and water as a reaction medium, in particular, in water-supported proton transfer. It was also noted that for proteins, which possess higher-order structure, water could play a dual role as both a destabilizer, via water catalysis, and a stabilizer of protein native structure (role of water in the maintenance of protein higher-level structure was reviewed elsewhere 75 ). It was concluded 73, 74 
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that the hydrolysis and other relevant reactions in the amorphous solid state are under chemical (rather than diffusion) control (e.g., for amide hydrolysis in zoniporide 38 ), and that global alpha relaxation is probably not a chemical stability-defining factor in these systems. This conclusion is consistent with the emerging view that reactions that do not require whole molecule diffusion (i.e., motion over long length scales) are essentially uncoupled from structural relaxation dynamics. 76 In order to illustrate the fact that impact of water can be entirely described by chemical mechanisms, without invoking any molecular mobility considerations, Figure 8 provides several examples, which demonstrate change in the reaction rate vs water content for solution reactions. The same figure shows the impact of water on the chemical instability in amorphous freeze-dried materials. It can be seen that the change in the reaction rate with water content in amorphous freeze-dried materials is in the same range as that observed in solution reactions.
To summarize, there are multiple reasons to consider the role of water beyond the molecular mobility explanation; examples of such reasons include: (1) the observation of similar magnitudes of the impact of water between reactions in solutions and amorphous solids (Figure 8 ), (2) chemical (not diffusion) control of hydrolysis reaction in a freeze-dried formulation, 38 (3) weak correlations between structural relaxation rate and chemical reactivity in many amorphous solids, 72 and (4) the established catalytic role of water in various heterogeneous chemical reactions. 77 Therefore, it would be logical to extend the knowledge, acquired in numerous studies on the chemical mechanisms of the role of water in various systems, to amorphous solids, as described in the next two sections.
III.2. Water catalysis and proton transfer.
One of the most prominent features of water molecules, as far as various chemical processes are concerned, is their ability to catalyze proton transfer reaction. Proton transfer is the first step in numerous chemical processes, including such common pharmaceutical degradation reactions as amide hydrolysis and deamidation. In the asparagine (Asn) deamidation reaction in the moderately acidic and basic pH range, for example, a proton is transferred from the backbone NH group in the N+1 residue to the Asn side chain carbonyl group, followed by the formation of the 5-membered tetrahedral intermediate via the attack of the backbone nitrogen on the carbonyl carbon. 78, 79 The activation barrier for this reaction was calculated to be 40-50 kcal/mol, which is very high for a solution reaction that occurs readily. Therefore, solvent-assisted mechanism was introduced and evaluated in detail using quantum chemistry calculations. 79 The participation of water molecules was demonstrated to significantly lower the activation barriers; for example, in one of the pathways explored for the tetrahedral intermediate formation (via Asn side chain tautomerization), all waterassisted mechanisms possessed significantly lower activation barriers (by more than 10 kcal/mol) compared to previously proposed waterless, concerted cyclization mechanisms. Involvement of two water molecules resulted in an additional lowering of the activation barrier. Participation of water molecules in the formation of the tetrahedral intermediate is illustrated in Scheme 1. 78 A similar conclusion on the critical role of water molecules in deamidation of asparagine has been reached by Kaliman et al. 80 A number of relevant chemical processes are also assisted by water. In a computational modeling study of glutamine deamidation, the addition of water molecule was shown to significantly lower the activation barrier by stabilizing the transition state through the creation of a hydrogen bond network M A N U S C R I P T
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13 and transfer of proton through water-mediated channels. 81 Isomerization and racemization of aspartic acid in peptides were also reported to be catalyzed by water. 82 The reaction proceeds via a cyclic intermediate, succinimide, and involves a water-assisted quintuple proton transfer along intraand inter-molecular hydrogen bonds formed by the C-terminal amide group, the side-chain carboxyl group, and critically, three water molecules. The amide hydrolysis reaction also involves waterassisted proton transfer. 83 These findings on water catalysis in deamidation and related reactions are consistent with the role of water in many other chemical reactions in solution, as reviewed by Ribe and Wipf. 84 As a brief summary of water catalysis in solution, water plays the critical role in lowering the activation barrier of many reactions by facilitating proton transfer. In the deamidation reaction, for example, water enables the first reaction step, deprotonation, in which the departing proton from the backbone secondary amine is transferred to a small water cluster nearby. Quantum chemistry studies indicate that the lower activation energies are obtained when the activated complex includes two or more water molecules (i.e., small water clusters), assisting both the amide deprotonation and the stabilization of the zwitterionic transition state.
In order to extend the proton transfer concept to amorphous solids, one should address a question about proton mobility in these materials. In this respect, proton transfer in amorphous solids has been studied by measuring the change in the extent of protonation of probe molecules, sulfonephthalein pH indicators, embedded into the amorphous trehalose-Na citrate matrix. 85 It was observed that the extent of protonation decreased with the increase in water content, when the freeze-dried material was partially rehydrated via water vapor equilibration within several hours. This empirical observation of relatively high proton mobility is consistent with the studies of proton transfer in the liquid state, in which proton hopping (i.e., proton mobility) is uncoupled from both viscosity and water rotation. 86 Furthermore, H/D exchange experiments provide a direct proof of proton transfer in freeze-dried solids. The level of deuterium incorporation into freeze-dried proteins was found to increase with time approaching a plateau within 24 h of exchange. 87, 88 An indirect support of criticality of proton transfer in solid-state chemical reactivity was obtained in a recent study, in which proton/deuterium exchange in freeze-dried monoclonal antibody (MAB) formulations was compared with the rate of various degradation pathways, including deamidation, oxidation, and aggregation. 89 It was found that the best correlation was observed with deamidation, the reaction in which proton transfer plays a critical role. Correlation between oxidation rate and H/D exchange, on the other hand, was less obvious. Oxidation, while it also could involve proton transfer, 90 is by definition electron transfer reaction, and therefore could be partially decoupled from the proton transfer processes.
III.3. Water clusters.
As mentioned in the previous section, water clusters could be expected to be intimately involved in proton transfer reactions as a catalyst. The critical role of water clusters in proton transfer is consistent with the structures of proton in aqueous systems, in which 
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delocalized between two water molecules, whereas the proton charge in the Eigen state is largely centered on one oxygen atom and the central H 3 O + ion is strongly hydrated by three water molecules. Rapid fluctuative interconversions between these two states take place. In fact, "an unambiguous distinction between H 5 O 2 + and H 9 O 4 + can no longer be achieved". 92 It was also noted that the equilibrium O -O distance in the Zundel complex is significantly shorter (rOO = 2.45 Å) than the average O -O distance in bulk water (2.85 Å). 91 The rate of proton transfer between two adjacent water molecules could depend on the H-bond dynamics in the hydration shell of a Zundel cation. 93 The disruption of an H-bond in the hydration shell creates the electrostatic conditions for the H + to hop between the adjacent oxygens in a Zundel cation. The energy of this H-bond is approximately 2.5 kcal/mol, which is similar to the activation energy of proton mobility in bulk water, in which it takes 1 ps for a proton to move 2.5 Å distance. The majority of studies on Eigen and Zundel cations were performed in the gas phase 94 and in aqueous solutions, 95 whereas observations of these hydrated proton structures in water-related solids (amorphous HCl hydrates 96 and crystals 97, 98 ) were also reported. In organic solvents, on the other hand, it was reported that, while neither Eigen nor Zundel ions were observed, a different form of hydrated proton was present, H 7 O 3 + . The fact that proton exists in predominantly hydrated state and that proton transfers by hopping between adjacent water molecules via Grotthuss-like mechanism 93 indicates that individual (unclustered) water molecules are probably catalytically less active than water clusters.
Water clusters have been observed in amorphous PHC and polymers using both experiments (WANS and water sorption isotherms) and computer modeling. In a WANS study of glycerol-water mixtures of different concentrations, predominantly non-clustered water molecules were detected at water content of 4.7 wt%, with 56% of water molecules existing as monomers, whereas clusters were found to dominate at 16.4 wt% water. 67 In another WANS study, water clusters, with characteristic size of approximately 5 Å, were observed in an amorphous sorbitol matrix (section II.2). A molecular dynamic simulation investigation of amorphous PVP revealed a transition between unclustered to clustered water molecules when water content increased from 0.5 wt% water (unclustered water) to 10 wt% water (water clusters). 99 The existence of water clusters can also be deduced from the analysis of water sorption data using Zimm's cluster function, G 11 /v 1 . 100 For example, water clusters were reported to form in collagen at water volume fraction of approximately 0.35. 101 In another water sorption study, 102 small water clusters of average size up to 3.5 water molecules were detected in cellulose and several proteins (collagen, keratin, egg albumin, and serum albumin), albeit at higher relative humidity (RH) values. In egg albumin, for example, clustering occurred at RH > 80%. Globular proteins (egg albumin and serum albumin) and cellulose formed water clusters at lower RH and lower water contents than fibrillar proteins (collagen and keratin).
While there is little doubt on the existence of water clusters in a range of systems, from pure water to concentrated solutions and nominally dried amorphous solids (see reference 103 for review), there is a significant discrepancy in the determination of the clustering threshold between different methods. For example, analysis of the water activity (a w ) vs water content data for sorbitol and PVP9000 104 , which was performed using a method described in 105 , did not show any evidence of water clusters for up to 40 wt% in both systems. In that analysis, the data reported by Peng et al. 106 and MacKenzie and Rasmussen 28 were used for sorbitol and PVP, respectively. In addition, based on the analysis of the water sorption data for PVP, water clusters were not observed in PVP at a w 0.187 -0.721 at 35°C. 39 These findings disagree with the WANS data for sorbitol showing the existence of M A N U S C R I P T
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15 water clusters at water content 30 wt%, and MD simulations for PVP, in which water clusters were suggested to form at water content between 0.5 wt% (unclustered water observed) and 10 wt% (water clusters), as discussed above. The apparent contradictions between the conclusions based on the water sorption data vs WANS and MD simulations used to study water clustering remain unexplained, and warrants further investigations.
It would be instructive to compare simple schematic representations of the microstructure of polymer electrolyte membrane and a pharmaceutical glass containing protein and trehalose ( Figure  9) . In both cases, water clusters are shown, although unclustered water molecules are also present. The bottom figure visualizes transition from unclustered water molecules at lower water activities, a w , to water clusters upon increasing a w above a certain threshold value.
It should be noted that the concept of a relatively sharp transition between an unclustered region to water clusters should be considered as a hypothesis rather than an established fact. For example, in an ionophoric membrane, Nafion, a significant fraction of water molecules (approximately 20% of the total water molecules) was reported to be unclustered in the entire water content range studied, 3 to 14 wt.% water (i.e., below the water-clustering threshold), based on the deconvolution of the near-infrared (NIR) peak using the three-state model (water molecules with 0, 1, and 2 H-bonds).
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Whether such co-existence of water clusters with unclustered water molecules in a wide range of water content is also relevant to pharmaceutically representative materials, such as PHC, remains to be seen.
The critical role of water clusters as the media for proton transfer has been invoked to explain experimentally observed kinetic curves (original data reported in [108] [109] [110] ) for chemical degradation via deamidation of several freeze-dried proteins. 74 In these cases, the deamidation rate constants were essentially independent of water in the lower water content range, 108, 109 whereas the reaction accelerates upon increasing water content above a threshold. 110 An example of such "hockey sticktype" relationship between degradation rate and water content is presented in Figure 10 , which also shows the treatment of the experimental data using a "water content threshold" model. Within this model, individual (unclustered) water molecules, that are prevalent in freeze-dried solids at lower water contents, are considered to be catalytically less active in comparison to water clusters. Acceleration of deamidation reaction at higher water contents was attributed to the formation of water clusters which facilitate the proton transfer. 74 It should be noted that there are other possible explanations of the hockey-stick type stability curves. One alternative model to describe the acceleration above certain water content is based on the dual role of water (i.e., both stabilizer of the higher-order structure and destabilizer via water catalysis) in the stability of freeze-dried proteins. 74 Finally, the sharp increase in the deamidation rate ( Figure 10 ) coincided with the increase in water content above the Wg value, i.e., water content associated with glass-to-liquid transition, thus leading to quite logical "glass transition" interpretation in the original publication by Breen et al. 110 Note, however, that more recent studies point to weak correlations between alpha-relaxation and chemical degradation, 71, 72 thus weakening the mechanistic foundation of the "glass transition" explanation of chemical instabilities. Other degradation processes, such as protein aggregation, are expected to be directly linked with large-scale molecular motions and therefore with the glass transition and alpha-relaxation.
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III.4. SUMMARY: water cluster, proton transfer, and amorphous solid-state chemical instability.
It has been proposed that water serves as a catalyst in such common degradation processes as hydrolysis and deamidation, by enabling proton transfer via the Grotthuss-like mechanism. Furthermore, the role of water clusters, rather than unclustered water molecules, in the proton transfer is emphasized. Water clusters are formed at water contents above a certain threshold value. At lower water content, water molecules are predominantly unclustered and therefore less catalytically active. It has also been proposed here that, while proton transfer is expected to be decoupled from global mobility, local (fast) non-cooperative processes, such as beta Johari-Goldstein relaxation, might be related to proton transfer and therefore to chemical degradation. The role of the beta-relaxation process in another elementary chemical process, that is, electron solvation reaction, has also been mentioned earlier in an attempt to bridge chemical reactivity with molecular mobility. 111 Considering that the timescale of proton transfer is in the ps range (at least in solution), it is reasonable to suggest that an experimental tool which measures dynamics on the corresponding scale could be expected to establish correlations between the dynamics (e.g., neutron scattering or THz spectroscopy) and chemical degradation. In addition, measuring H/D exchange, which has been introduced recently as a tool to predict relative stability of freeze-dried proteins, 112 can reasonably be expected to be related to proton transfer, and therefore to the rates of such degradation processes as deamidation and hydrolysis.
It should be stressed that the role of water clusters in chemical instability of amorphous pharmaceuticals, as presented here, should be considered as a hypothesis, rather than a proved fact. In order to confirm (or reject) the hypothesis, it would be essential to establish quantitative mechanisms for the role of water clusters in chemical reactions in amorphous solids, which would include addressing multiple questions including:
Is there a threshold for water clustering, or is there a gradual change in the relative portion of unclustered vs clustered water upon the increase in water content? (ii) Do water clusters exist at low water contents that are typical for freeze-dried pharmaceuticals (i.e., less than 5 wt% water)? (iii) What are the relationships between water clustering patterns and proton transfer in pharmaceutically relevant amorphous solids, e.g., proteins embedded into sugar glasses? (iv)
Are there any fundamental chemical mechanisms which could support the hypothesis on relationships between a particular relaxation mode (e.g., as measured by the neutron scattering 7 or THz spectroscopy 113 ) and a particular reaction step, e.g., proton transfer in water-mediated deprotonation of amide in deamidation reaction?
Conclusion.
In this paper, such apparently unrelated phenomena as (a) inhibition of freezing in aqueous systems with amorphous solute and (b) water role in chemical reactivity, are linked via water clusters. In particular, freezing inhibition is associated with the water confinement in a solidified matrix of an amorphous solute, whereas chemical reactivity is related to the role of water clusters in proton transfer processes. We shall stress, however, that dynamic properties and the role of molecular mobility in freezing and amorphous stability should not be ignored. Indeed, while the molecular M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT mobility does not stop at T g , the T g is probably directly related to inhibition of freezing process, although not in the same way as considered until recently. As proposed in this paper, conversion of the amorphous solute matrix from the liquid to the glassy state solidifies the walls of the water-filled pores, in which water molecules are confined and unable to convert to ice. This solidification of the walls of the "pores" is thought to be an essential component in the freezing inhibition. Furthermore, while we argue that the role of water in chemical reactivity could be connected to water clusters as a proton transfer catalyst, it would be premature to discard the concept that T g is an important reference point in any stability study. Crystallization, for example, is greatly accelerated above the T g , and the amorphous-to-crystalline transition can either accelerate degradation of an active ingredient (in cases of crystallization of a lyoprotector), or decrease reaction rate (when amorphous small molecular weight drug is converted into crystalline form). The T g and global mobility could also be expected to play a major role in processes which require large-scale molecular movement, such as protein aggregation.
The same approach considering the role of water clusters, confinement and proton transfer in physical and chemical stability of amorphous pharmaceutical formulations can prove to be helpful in other fields, e.g., in mechanochemical transformations. Most of the processes on milling and grinding are highly sensitive to the presence of even traces of water. If water is added as fluid phase, one speaks of Liquid Assisted Grinding (LAG). However, it is not solely the amount of water added that matters, but also its state in the system. It has been shown that water released on dehydration of crystal hydrates, sorbed from the atmosphere, confined in the pores of polymeric additives (Polymer Assisted Grinding, POLAG), or in the inter-particle capillary pores can be much more efficient in accelerating the transformation and making it at all possible, than drops of fluid phase. Moreover, this confined water often preserves its influence on mechanochemical transformations even on cryogrinding, when any fluid water gets frozen. ; T AM thermal event, which was adopted initially from 125 , is called T g ' and T m ' in the contemporary pharmaceutical 122 and food science 123, 124 Figure 2 . Mobility modes in solute-water systems. Solid black and blue lines: T g for sucrose and sorbitol, respectively. Broken line: T0 for sucrose and water in water-sucrose system from the NMR study. 40 Red empty squares correspond to the low-temperature T g in Nafion-water system. 127 Black squares and blue triangles are for the TSC-detected dipole relaxation event (assigned to be the water glass transition due to rotational mobility) for sucrose and sorbitol, respectively. Red circles at 70 and 100% solute correspond to THz-spectroscopy-detected transition in sorbitol, which was assigned to a conversion from a state with predominantly vibrational modes to a state with rotational degree of freedom. , pure bulk water (green), and water confined in MCM-41 (red) at 298 K. 21 The OW-OW g(r) for hexagonal ice at 258 K is also shown (blue). The first peak corresponds to the first coordination sphere, second peak to second coordination sphere, etc. (b) Temperature dependence of the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) for the first peak in OW−OW g(r) in hexagonal ice, low-density amorphous water (LDA), bulk water, 70% sorbitol-water, and water confined in MCM-41. 45 ; estimate of the break in the Stokes−Einstein relaƟonship for water diffusion. 22 The tetrahedral water structure is illustrated in the onset (re-drawn from http://www1.lsbu.ac.uk/water/water_hydrogen_bonding.html). 38 Solid inverse triangles: degradation of freeze-dried cefovecin. 73 Solid spheres: amide hydrolysis in freeze-dried Zoniporide with 5% sorbitol. 38 Solid triangle: deamidation of freeze-dried MAB. 109 Open squares: solvolysis of t-BuCl. 129 Open spheres:
water-catalyzed hydrolysis of [(p-nitrophenyl)sulfonyl]methyl Perchlorate in 1,3-dioxane-water. 130 Open triangles: acid hydrolysis of acetamide in dioxane-water. 131 Dashed thick line (no symbols):
interpolation of the data for unimolecular nucleophilic substitution for t-BuBr. 132 Open and solid stars: theoretical estimates for mobility-control chemical reaction in glasses for strong and fragile glass-former, respectively. Figure 10 . Impact of water on the Asp-isoAsp conversion in a freeze-dried mAb formulation. The graphs are prepared using data from Breen et al. 110 The lines represent fit of the experimental data to the equation below. 74 The Tg value for the formulation at 5% water content is approx. 40 °C, and therefore the acceleration of the reaction at 8% water could also be associated with the glass transition, as indeed was suggested in the original paper. 
